Frustrated pretransitional phenomena in aperiodic composites
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I. INTRODUCTION

Phase transitions and critical pretransitional fluctuations have been studied extensively for more than 50 years [1,2]. Group/subgroup relations describe the observed symmetry lowering. Evaluation of the long-range ordering in different phases using diffraction techniques provides information on the actual symmetry of each phase, whereas diffuse scattering associated with short-range order in the precursor phases gives essential information on the interactions involved. In certain cases, competition between different types of long-range ordering exists in the crystal, but a phase transition gives rise to only one of them. A notable example is the molecule of fullerene, which illustrates such a feature long-range ordering exists in the crystal, but a phase transition in certain cases, competition between different types of long-range ordering within a four-dimensional phase. Very high-resolution diffraction data show that critical scattering appears at inequivalent points within the four-dimensional Brillouin zone, although the first phase transition at Tc near 158 K implies the condensation at only one of those points. The resulting superspace group remains of dimension 4. Two other phase transitions are reported at Tc-1 = 152.8(4) K and Tc-2 = 109(4) K in n-octadecane/urea-d4. The two low-symmetry phases that arise are described by rank-5 superspace groups.

in which a* and b* are the conventional reciprocal unit-cell vectors, while c_h* and c_g* are those of the host and guest, respectively, along the aperiodic direction. In the case of a five-dimensional crystal, there is a supplementary reciprocal unit-cell vector along the aperiodic direction, c_m*, and the basis is

Q_{hklm} = h \cdot a^* + k \cdot b^* + l \cdot c_h^* + m \cdot c_g^* + n \cdot c_m^*.

The real-space repeat lengths of the host, guest, and supplementary modulation are c_h = 1/c_h*, c_g = 1/c_g*, and c_m = 1/c_m*, respectively, with the latter two usually being defined in terms of the host via irrational misfit parameters γ = c_h/c_g and δ = c_h/c_m. A convenient labeling for the different types of Bragg peaks is that (hk00), (hkl00), (hk0mn), and (hklmn), with l and m different from zero, are the common, host, guest, and satellite Bragg peaks, respectively, with the recognition that both substructures contribute to each kind of Bragg peak due to the aforementioned interactions. Throughout this paper, Miller planes indexed with hexagonal and orthorhombic cells are denoted with subscripts “h” and “o”, respectively; for example (hkilm). In the orthorhombic basis, reflections with h + k = even are referred to as “structure” peaks, and those with h + k = odd are referred to as “superstructure” peaks.

Prototypical examples of such aperiodic composites are n-alkane/urea inclusion compounds [12–16]. In these supramolecular systems urea molecules form a helical, hydrogen-bonded network of parallel, hexagonal channels with internal diameters of 5.5–5.8 Å (Fig. 1) [17]. A large body of work has been dedicated to the phase transitions in this prototype family [18–33], revealing recently a rich sequence of phases in high-dimensional crystallographic spaces [6,11,18,19,32,33]. Previously, we reported original behavior of the critical phenomena leading to a phase transition with an increase of the dimensionality of the crystallographic superspace from 4 to 5 [6,19]. Here, we report the existence of frustrated pretransitional phenomena in n-octadecane/urea and its isotopomer n-octadecane/urea -d4.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

For the pretransitional diffuse scattering studies, high-flux and high-resolution measurements were performed on...
The detector was placed as far as 800 mm from the sample, in order to obtain the highest possible spatial resolution.

In all cases, the crystals were cooled with a flowing nitrogen stream from an Oxford Cryostream from Oxford Cryosystems Ltd. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements were performed using a DSC Q2000 from TA Instruments and a Perkin Elmer Pyris 1 differential scanning calorimeter. Crystals of $n$-octadecane/urea were grown by slowly cooling a solution containing $n$-octadecane (Fluka, 99.8%, 311 mg), urea (Sigma Ultra, 353 mg), methanol (10.0 mL), and 2-methyl-2-propanol (9.0 mL) containing 1% (v/v) water from 51 °C to room temperature. Crystals of $n$-octadecane/urea-$d_4$ were grown by slowly cooling a solution of $n$-octadecane (Fluka, 99.8%, 361 mg), urea-$d_4$ (Aldrich, 98% D, 995 mg), methanol-$d_1$ (Aldrich, 99.5% D, 10.0 mL), and 2-methyl-2-propanol-$d_1$ (Aldrich, 99% D, 2.0 mL) from 45 to 4 °C. Solution phase $^1$H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-$d_4$) of $n$-octadecane/urea-$d_4$ showed less than 0.7% methanol (relative to guest) and no detectable 2-methyl-2-propanol in the channels. No trace of either solvent was found in $n$-octadecane/urea (400 MHz, DMSO-$d_4$).

Measurements of reciprocal lattice spacings from $n$-octadecane/urea and $n$-octadecane/urea-$d_4$ were found to be the same within experimental uncertainty and are used interchangeably throughout this paper. Individual frames were analysed using WxDiff [34] and local scripts for MATLAB® [35]. Unless otherwise stated, errors are reported as standard errors of the mean. The term e.s.d. refers to the standard deviation of the sample. Error bars in graphs of peak intensities and misfit parameters are estimates and should not be treated as absolute errors.

### III. RESULTS

At room temperature, crystals of $n$-octadecane/urea exhibit intermodulation of two substructures with common $a$ and $b$ unit-cell parameters. This parent phase (Phase I) is described by the four-dimensional superspace group $P6_122(00\gamma)$ [15]. Figure 2 presents the temperature evolution of the heat flow as measured when cooling and heating the system at a rate of 10 K/min. Between 135 and 170 K, two events are observed, a rather weak one at $T_c$ around 160 K, and another, much stronger one, at $T_{c2}$, around 154–155 K. In $n$-octadecane/urea-$d_4$, $T_{c2}$ was approximately 1.8 K lower than in $n$-octadecane/urea.

Figure 3 presents diffraction images measured at different temperatures corresponding to four different crystallographic phases (I–IV) that occur successively when cooling the crystal. At 163.1 K, the high-symmetry Phase I exhibits several combinatorial Bragg peaks $(hklm)_h$ with $l$ and $m$ different from zero, demonstrating intermodulation of this aperiodic crystal in this phase. The pretransitional streaks observed at this temperature condense into superstructure Bragg peaks at $T_{c1} = 158.1(4)$ K, indicating the transition to an orthorhombic basis. At $T_{c2} = 152.8(4)$ K and below, the orthorhombic unit cell becomes distorted from metric hexagonal symmetry, as shown in Fig. 4 for the unit-cell parameters $a$ and $b$. Such ferroelastic phase transitions were previously reported for many crystals in the $n$-alkane/urea family. A fit of the distortion of $a_o$ and $b_o$ to $A(T_c - T)^\beta$ gives a low critical exponent,

![FIG. 1. (a) Channel axis view of the host structure of a urea inclusion compound, showing the unit-cell axes for the high-temperature hexagonal form (blue) and the low-temperature orthorhombic forms (green). Coordinates are from Ref. [11]. With an undistorted (orthohexagonal) channel, $b_o = \sqrt{3}a_o$. Space-filling models (lower left) show that the van der Waals diameter of the channel is somewhat larger than the van der Waals envelope of a linear hydrocarbon. (b) Schematic structure of $n$-octadecane/urea viewed perpendicular to the channel axis, showing the definitions of $c_h$ and $c_g$.](184105-2)
FIG. 2. Differential scanning calorimetry trace of \( n \)-octadecane/urea with heating and cooling rates of 10 K/min (green cooling curve, red warming curve, endothermic up) showing the strong signature of the ferroelastic transition associated with the formation of Phase III. The dashed lines highlight the inflection points at the upper and lower ends of the small exotherm associated with the formation of Phase II during cooling. Because it was so weak and occurred at such a low temperature, the transition at \( T_c^3 \) was not accessible to our calorimeters. Studies of an analogous transition in nonadecane/urea indicate that it is also very weak and is exothermic during cooling [36].

\[ \beta \approx 0.186, \] indicating a weakly first-order phase transition. The differences between Phases II, III, and IV demonstrate competing order parameters, and a detailed study of the critical phenomena is presented in the next section.

For \( n \)-octadecane/urea-\( d_4 \) at 100.3 K, the orthorhombic cell constants were \( a_o = 8.2572(13) \) Å and \( b_o = 13.843(2) \) Å from 26 reflections, and \( c_o = 10.9580(9) \) Å from 50 reflections using a detector distance of 440 mm; as measured from the two \( (11 \pm 2 \) 0)\( o \) peaks in the temperature range from 100.3 to 200 K, \( c_o \) increased linearly with a slope of 0.000204(4) Å/K.

The misfit parameter, \( \gamma = c_o/c_g \), representing the guest chain length relative to the urea host repeat, was found to be the same in all four phases, for both \( n \)-octadecane/urea and \( n \)-octadecane/urea-\( d_4 \). It was measured to be \( \gamma = 0.43776(2) \) for \( (11 l m n)_o \) of \( n \)-octadecane/urea-\( d_4 \), as shown in Fig. 5. The misfit parameter of the supplementary modulation, \( \delta = c_h/c_m \), was also unchanged across Phases III and IV, as shown in Fig. 6 for several superstructure layer lines of \( n \)-octadecane/urea-\( d_4 \). Note that the deviation of \( \delta \) from the mean near \( T_{c3} = 152.8(4) \) K is not consistent between layer lines and is attributed to increased uncertainties in the parameter fits of the weak pretransitional scattering rather than to an actual change in \( \delta \). Since these measurements of \( \delta \) were taken from the same set of frames, differences between the mean values for different layer lines must be due to systematic errors between different regions of the detector (which can be understood in terms of imperfect crystal and detector alignment) and are estimated to be of the order of \( 1/\delta \) of a detector pixel width. With these systematic errors in mind, the mean values of the misfit parameters are estimated to be \( \gamma = 0.4378(6) \) and \( \delta = 0.0576(6) \) (e.s.d.). It is notable that \( \gamma/\delta = 7.60(8) \) (e.s.d.), which, not being an integer, validates the use of a 5D description (since the long-range modulation wavelength is therefore not an integral number of guest repeat lengths).
exponent, \( \beta \) respectively. Measurements were made using 60
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achieved by using an average of all the (hk00)0 peaks and fit to a straight line, giving: \( t_{0_{\text{hex}},b_{\text{hex}}} = 0.000458 \times T + 8.08 \). For the orthorhombic Phases II to IV, the cell parameters \( a_{\text{o}} \) (pink squares) and \( b_{\text{o}} \) (black triangles) were measured from the position of the (±2000)0, and (0±400)0, peaks, respectively. Note that below \( T_{c1} = 158.1(4) \) K, the Laue symmetry changes from hexagonal to orthorhombic (as shown in Figs. 3 and 7), but no ferroelastic distortion is observed. At \( T_{c2} \), greater accuracy was achieved by using an average of all the (hk00)0, peaks. The values of \( b_{\text{o}} \) were divided by \( \sqrt{3} \) to make them more comparable to the other cell parameters. Below \( T_{c2} \) = 152.8(4) K, the orthorhombic cell exhibits a ferroelastic distortion. The unit-cell parameters below \( T_{c2} \) fit to \( A(T_{c2} - T)^{\beta} + (0.000458 \times T + 8.08) \). The critical exponent, \( \beta \), was measured to be 0.199(5) and 0.173(4) for \( a_{\text{o}} \) and \( b_{\text{o}} \), respectively. Measurements were made using 60° \( \phi \) rotations about the crystal \( e \) axis at a detector distance of 440 mm on beamline 14-BM-C at the APS.

IV. COMPETING ORDER PARAMETERS

To demonstrate the signatures of each phase transition, Fig. 7 shows a region of the (11l m n)0 superstructure layer line around the common peak for a range of temperatures. Phase II is characterized by the transition from a hexagonal unit cell to an orthorhombic one due to partial alignment of guest molecules in neighboring channels, marked by the appearance of the (12000)0 common peak around \( T_{c1} = 158.1(4) \) K in Fig. 7(b). At the second phase transition around \( T_{c2} = 152.8(4) \) K, the host \( \{e.g., (2 3 \pm 1 0)_{\text{o}}, see Fig. 3\} \) and common peaks in the superstructure layer lines diminish in intensity, while peaks associated with the supplementary modulation appear, with the latter indicating additional ordering of the guest molecules along the channel axis with a modulation wavelength of \( c_{\text{m}} = 190(3) \) Å.

Measurements of the diffuse scattering preceding the appearance of the common and supplementary modulation peaks were performed in order to characterize two different types of critical pretransitional phenomena at these temperatures. In the high-symmetry hexagonal notation, the respective critical

FIG. 4. Temperature evolution of the unit-cell parameters of n-octadecane/urea-\( d_{\text{h}} \). For the hexagonal Phase I (blue circles), the cell parameters were measured from the positions of the (±2000)0, peaks and fit to a straight line, giving: \( t_{0_{\text{hex}},b_{\text{hex}}} = 0.000458 \times T + 8.08 \). For the orthorhombic Phases II to IV, the cell parameters \( a_{\text{o}} \) (pink squares) and \( b_{\text{o}} \) (black triangles) were measured from the position of the (±2000)0, and (0±400)0, peaks, respectively. Note that below \( T_{c1} = 158.1(4) \) K, the Laue symmetry changes from hexagonal to orthorhombic (as shown in Figs. 3 and 7), but no ferroelastic distortion is observed. At \( T_{c2} \), greater accuracy was achieved by using an average of all the (hk00)0, peaks. The values of \( b_{\text{o}} \) were divided by \( \sqrt{3} \) to make them more comparable to the other cell parameters. Below \( T_{c2} \) = 152.8(4) K, the orthorhombic cell exhibits a ferroelastic distortion. The unit-cell parameters below \( T_{c2} \) fit to \( A(T_{c2} - T)^{\beta} + (0.000458 \times T + 8.08) \). The critical exponent, \( \beta \), was measured to be 0.199(5) and 0.173(4) for \( a_{\text{o}} \) and \( b_{\text{o}} \), respectively. Measurements were made using 60° \( \phi \) rotations about the crystal \( e \) axis at a detector distance of 440 mm on beamline 14-BM-C at the APS.

FIG. 5. Temperature evolution of the misfit parameter \( \gamma \) of n-octadecane/urea-\( d_{\text{h}} \). This was determined from simultaneous least-squares fits of all of the peaks in the (11l m n)0 layer line from \( Q_{c_{\text{o}}}^{*} = -0.16 \) to 3.75. The horizontal dashed line is a least-squares fit to a constant misfit parameter that takes into account the uncertainty in each point, giving \( \gamma = 0.437 \) 76(2). Measurements were made using 60° \( \phi \) rotations about the crystal \( e \) axis at a detector distance of 440 mm on beamline 14-BM-C at the APS.

FIG. 6. Temperature evolution of the supplementary misfit parameter \( \delta \) of n-octadecane/urea-\( d_{\text{h}} \). Measurements were made using 60° \( \phi \) rotations about the crystal \( e \) axis at a detector distance of 440 mm on beamline 14-BM-C at the APS. Data at the same temperature were taken from the same frame at different positions in reciprocal space in a given \( Q_{c_{\text{o}}}^{*} \) range [from 0.15 to 2.23 for (11l m n)0, and from 0.15 to 1.35 for (21 l m n)0, and (23 l m n)0]. The misfit parameter was determined from simultaneous least-squares fits of all peaks in the respective \( Q_{c_{\text{o}}}^{*} \) range, leading to the represented error bars. The precision of these fits is sufficient to show that the value of \( \delta \) is constant as a function of temperature within a consistent set of measurements. The small differences between the mean values of \( \delta \) for each layer line are due to slight misalignment of the detector and crystal rather than physical differences in the supplementary modulation wavelength. Averaging these values gives a single mean value of \( \delta = 0.0576(6) \) (e.s.d.) for the crystal.
wave vectors are \( q_{c1} = (0\ 1/2\ 0\ 0)_{h} \) and \( q_{c2} = (0\ 1/2\ 0\ 0)_{h} \), as shown in Fig. 8. Analysis of the disk-shaped pretransitional diffuse x-ray scattering in the vicinity of \((2\ 3\ 0\ 0\)\) and \((2\ 3\ 0\ 1)_{h}\) allows one to determine the ellipsoids associated with the correlation lengths \((\xi_{a}, \xi_{b}, \xi_{c})\); the principal axes of these ellipsoids lie along the directions \(a^*_n, b^*_n, \) and \(c^*_n\) of the orthorhombic reciprocal cell [6].

Figure 9 shows that in \(n\)-octadecane/urea, the scattering intensity at \(q_{c2}\), while present in Phase I at 161 K and throughout Phase II, does not turn into sharp Bragg peaks until the sample is cooled to \(T_{c2} = 154.5\) K. This illustrates that the supplementary modulation present in Phase II, but has only short-range order. Thus, the maximum orthorhombic superspace group of Phase II has a rank of 4 and is \(P2_{1}1_{2}1_{2}(000\gamma)\). This feature is similar to the one reported in solid \(C_{60}\), going from its high-symmetry, face-centered-cubic phase to the simple cubic one [3–5]. It corresponds here to conflicting ordering parameters within the crystal. One of these, which condenses at \(q_{c1}\), corresponds to additional ordering of the guest along \(b_{n}\), as exhibited by a transition to an orthorhombic basis and a doubling of the unit-cell volume. The other one, which emerges as long-range order only below \(T_{c2}\), corresponds to fluctuating excitations associated with an increase of the dimension of the superspace from 4 to 5. The ordering along \(b_{n}\) that was present in Phase II is replaced by the long-range supplementary modulation along \(c\) at \(T_{c2}\).

In Phase III, the the peaks satisfying the condition \(h + k + n = odd\) are systematically absent, with the \(1\ 2\ 0\ 0\)\ common superstructure Bragg peak clearly seen to decrease in intensity below \(T_{c2}\) in Fig. 7. The maximum orthorhombic superspace group has a rank of 5 and is \(C222_{1}(000\gamma)(10\delta)\). This \(C\)-centered phase presents the same crystallographic signature previously reported in crystals of \(n\)-nonadecane/urea and \(n\)-tetraicosane/urea [19,32]. The transition from Phase II to Phase III is associated with the divergence of the correlation lengths measured around \(q_{c2}\) at position \((0\ 1\ 0\ 0)_{h}\), using the five-dimensional basis and concerns a doubling only of the internal space of the five-dimensional superspace. The systematic absences related to \(C\)-centering in Phase III are due to a shift of the supplementary modulation by \(c_{m}/2\) along \(c\) (a 180° phase change) between adjacent channels along \(b_{n}\) [6,18,19,32].

Phase IV is similar to Phase II, but with an important difference: in Phase II the supplementary modulation had only
F I G . 9 . T o p : P r o f i l e s o f ( 2 3 0 0 0 ) o ( r e d c i r c l e s ) a n d ( 2 3 0 0 1 ) o (blue squares) along \( b^* \) at \( T = 161 \) K (a) and \( T = 157 \) K (b) for \( n \)-octadecane/urea. Bottom: correlation lengths along \( c^* \) (c) and \( b^* \) (d) as extracted from the profiles of diffuse scattering for (2 3 0 0 0) (red circles) and (2 3 0 0 1) (blue squares). The horizontal dashed lines indicate the resolution limit. The lines are guides for the eyes. All measurements were performed using 15° \( \phi \) rotations at a detector distance of 300 mm on beamline 14-BM-C at the APS. We note here that \( T_c \) for \( n \)-octadecane/urea is \( \sim 1.8 \) K higher than in \( n \)-octadecane/urea-\( d_4 \).

short-range order, but in Phase IV, all of the diffraction peaks in the superstructure lines are Bragg peaks, a sign of long-range order for the supplementary modulation. A rank-5 superspace group is then required to describe this phase, as in Phase III. Figures 7 and 10 show that Phase IV is marked by the presence of strong common and \( h + k + n = \text{odd} \) guest Bragg peaks that are absent in Phase III. Systematic absences of \( h = \text{odd} \) in \((h 0000)\) and \( k = \text{odd} \) in \((0 k000)\) in Phase IV support the presence of \( 2_1 \) screw axes along both \( a \) and \( b \) and implies orthorhombic Laue symmetry. Because the helical structure of the host is incompatible with a twofold axis along \( c \) [11], this rules out space group \( P 2_12_12_1 \) and the five-dimensional superspace group for Phase IV is therefore \( P 2_12_12_1(00\gamma)(00\delta) \). Upon cooling below \( T_c \), the transition from a \( C \)-centered to a primitive cell indicates that there is no longer a phase shift of \( c_m/2 \) between the supplementary modulations in neighboring channels along \( b^* \) and that the interchannel guest ordering present in Phase II is reinstated. This transition is similar to that previously reported in \( n \)-nonadecane/urea [18,19] and \( n \)-tetracosane/urea [32].

TABLE I. Sequence of phases for \( n \)-octadecane/urea-\( d_4 \) and \( n \)-octadecane/urea showing the superspace groups, lattice vector bases, and critical wave vectors. The phase transition temperatures at the top correspond to those obtained from x-ray data while cooling \( n \)-octadecane/urea-\( d_4 \) with the associated \( T_c \) values for unlabeled \( n \)-octadecane/urea in parentheses (where known).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>IV</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Superspace Group</td>
<td>( P_{212121}(00\gamma)(00\delta) )</td>
<td>( C222_1(00\gamma)(10\delta) )</td>
<td>( P_{212121}(00\gamma) )</td>
<td>( P_{6122}(00\gamma) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basis</td>
<td>( (a^<em>,b^</em>,c^<em>,c^</em>_b,c^*_m)_o )</td>
<td>( (a^<em>,b^</em>,c^<em>_b,c^</em>_g,c^*_m)_o )</td>
<td>( (a^<em>,b^</em>,c^<em>_b,c^</em>_e,c^*_m)_o )</td>
<td>( (a^<em>,b^</em>,c^<em>_b,c^</em>_g)_h )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical vector</td>
<td>((01000)_o)</td>
<td>((01001)_o)</td>
<td>((01010)_o)</td>
<td>((01/2000)_b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>((01/2\delta0)_h)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FRUSTRATED PRETRANSITIONAL PHENOMENA IN $n$-OCTADECANE/UREA IN Phase III at 140 K (top) and in Phase IV at 100 K (bottom). The data (black circles) are modeled using a sum of Gaussian peaks whose $l$, $m$, and $n$ indices are shown above each peak. Note that the intensity scale is logarithmic and that the relative intensities of the overlapped peaks around $Q_{c_h^*} = \pm 0.13$ are unknown. The misfit parameters used were $\gamma = 0.43802$ and $\delta = 0.0576$. The $n =$ even peaks (red) are much more intense in Phase IV and their presence in Phase III is almost certainly due to synchrotron beam damage. Measurements were made using $60^\circ$ $\phi$ rotations about the crystal $c$ axis at a detector distance of 800 mm on beamline 14-BM-C at the APS.

The transition from Phase III to Phase IV is observed at $T_{c_3} = 109(4)$ K upon cooling (Fig. 7), and at $T_{c_3} = 122.3(1)$ K upon heating (Fig. 11). Such hysteresis between the $C$-centered and primitive space groups is similar to that observed in $n$-tetracosane/urea [32]. The phase transitions between these different ambient-pressure phases are found to be continuous or weakly discontinuous, which supports group/subgroup symmetry breaking in each case (Table 1).

V. CONCLUSIONS

The aperiodic composite of $n$-octadecane/urea provides a rich sequence of phases in which frustrated interactions compete within higher dimensional crystallographic superspaces. Between 200 and 100 K, this system undergoes three distinct phase transitions while maintaining the same incommensurate misfit parameter $\gamma$. At $T_{c_1}$, the system undergoes a phase transition associated with a very weak $C_\gamma$ anomaly that takes it from a rank-4 hexagonal system with superspace group $P6_122(00\gamma)$ (Phase I) to an undistorted orthorhombic system, also of rank 4, with maximal superspace group $P2_12_12_1(00\gamma)$ (Phase II). This phase transition does not involve any apparent ferroelastic distortion, but the doubling of the unit cell within the $ab$ plane is demonstrated by the emergence of Bragg peaks in superstructure layer lines with $h + k =$ odd, the weakness of which prohibits any structural resolution. This cell doubling might concern either one or both subsystems, as shown by the appearance of the common superstructure Bragg peaks.

The pretransitional fluctuations within the high-symmetry phase appear at inequivalent critical points $q_{c_1}$ and $q_{c_2}$, but only one of them ($q_{c_1}$) condenses at $T_{c_1}$, in a manner, for example, as previously reported in the 3D crystal of fullerene [3–5]. Unlike fullerene, however, with further cooling, the fluctuations in $n$-octadecane/urea condense at $q_{c_2}$ at the expense of the primitive interchannel guest ordering associated with $q_{c_1}$; this is allowed by an increase of the dimensionality of the crystallographic superspace from four to five dimensions. Dynamical hypotheses involving either phonon or phason softening may explain such frustration and increase in dimensionality [6]. Inelastic neutron or x-ray scattering studies could be used to distinguish these possibilities.
The phase transition at $T_{c2}$ is associated with a large $C_\gamma$ anomaly and a pronounced ferroelastic distortion. The original feature of the transition from Phase II to Phase III is that it takes the crystal from a primitive orthorhombic structure to a $C$-centered orthorhombic one, as evidenced by the disappearance in Phase III of the common superstructure Bragg peaks. In this transition, the crystal moves from rank 4 to rank 5, as shown by the appearance of satellite Bragg peaks that are closely spaced along $c^*$ in the superstructure layer lines of Phase III. The wavelength $|c_m| = 190(3) \AA$ of the supplementary modulation associated with these new satellites is not an integral multiple of the guest repeat, so the positions of reflections along $c^*$ are now characterized by two independent misfit parameters, $\gamma$ and $\delta$.

In Phase III, the $C$-centering arises not from a change in the mean structure, but by a shift in the supplementary modulation by $c_m/2$ along $e$ between adjacent channels along $b_o$. In this way, Phase III is similar to the $C$-centered phases reported previously in $n$-nonadecane/urea [18,19] and $n$-tetracosane/urea [32]. As in these other systems, sixfold nonmerohedral twinning and alkane disorder create a formidable challenge to structure solution and refinement. A qualitative interpretation of the physical meaning of the long-range modulations in these $C$-centered phases is given in Fig. 2 of [6].
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